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What is a gene?
● A gene is a heritable 

factor that consists of a 
length of DNA and 
influences a specific 
characteristic. 

● 46 DNA molecules in a 
human cell,thousands of 
genes. 



Where are genes located?
● Genes are linked in groups 

and each group corresponds 
to one of the types of 
chromosome

● Locus: the specific position 
each gene occupies on the 
type of chromosome



What is an allele?
● Alternative forms of the same gene
● Mice

○ 3 alleles
■ Yellow, Black or Brown

● Human blood
○ 3 alleles

■ A, B or O
● Occupy same position on same type of chromosome

○ Locus
○ Most organisms have 2 copies of chromosome

■ Can be same allele or different



● The different alleles of a gene have slight variations in the base 
sequences

● Usually, only one or a very small number of bases are different 
● Single nucleotide polymorphisms (snips) = positions in a gene 

where more than one base may be present

Differences between alleles



Mutation
● New alleles are 

formed by gene 
mutation

● Mutation is a 
permanent 
change in the 
base

● Slight changes: 
guanine 
substituted by 
thymine 

● Almost all 
mutations caused 
by evolution are 
either neutral or 
harmful

● Lethal: mutations 
that kill the cell



What is a genome?
◉ Whole of genetic information
◉ Entire base sequence of DNA 

molecules

◉ Humans - 46 plus mitochondria
◉ Plants- DNA molecules from 

nucleus + mitochondria chloroplast
◉ Prokaryotes- smaller, DNA from 

circular chromosome + plasmids



● Goal= To find the base 
sequence of the entire human 
genome 

● The majority of base sequences 
are shared by all humans= 
genetic unity- however snips 
contributes to human diversity

Human Genome Project
● Discoveries= The possibility to 

predict which base sequences 
are protein-coded genes.

● Most of the genome isn’t 
transcribed (junk DNA)



Sickle Cell Anemia
◉ Mutation in HbA gene becomes HbS gene
◉ Inherited if change occurs in cell in ovary or testes
◉ Hemoglobin molecules stick together when low O2 

concentration causing distorted shape
◉ Sickle Cells block capillaries
◉ Life or RBC reduced and body can’t reproduce fast 

enough

Big Idea: A little change in genes can have big consequences





Discussion
Consider the picture to decide whether sickle 

cell anemia causes infection with malaria.



Review Questions
Let’s Play Kahoot!

https://play.kahoot.it/#/k/4c4cd803-0bda-442d-a21b-fa0e13645b45


Connection 
to chapter 5

◉ Natural selection can only occur if there is variation
◉ Gene mutation leads to new alleles which enlarges gene pool
◉ Sexual reproduction also leads to mutations being passed on
◉ Certain mutations are more desirable





DBQ
A study was conducted to provide evidence for which 
environment would be most suitable for different species 
of fish. However, as the study furthered over time, 
scientists noted that some species were changing in 
structure and their lifespan was shortening in some 
environments. Researchers decided to look at what was 
modified with the species genes. Figure 1 shows the 
percent gene expression of different species of fish under a 
variety of environments. 



   Big Ideas
● What a gene does & their functions
● Chemical component of genes
● Functions of alleles
●  What is a genome?


